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Abstract  
Drawing motivation from the non-existing computational criteria that blocks abusive contents targeted at female folks on social media 

from weird contents capable of hurting, offending, or intimidating the feelings; we present a machine learning framework for an 

intelligent filtering of information regarding anti-female jokes on social media discourse using multi-class classification. Our 

framework trains, validates and test neural network algorithm with data set sourced from chat rooms on social media handles with the 

goal of detecting and filtering expression(s) available in online jokes defined in terms of harsh, mild and neutral anti-female jokes. 

During implementation, the prototyped model recorded a performance accuracy of 92.9 %. This performance though high with the 

available limited data set is yet to attain the desired level of accuracy due to lack of consistent rules that distinguish various classes of 

anti-female jokes. In future, this model will be deployed to achieve unhindered discourse on social media by implementing an 

intelligent filtering system that could identify, classify and block unwanted contents.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Social media has provided global networking 

platforms to individuals of different backgrounds, 

ethnicities and culture to interact and share ideas. The 

influence of these platforms has pervaded nearly every 

aspect of human endeavours and changes the way people 

interact and share ideas [1].  However, in recent times, 

social media spaces have been inundated with various 

forms of crude or objectifying comments, pornographic 

contents and derogatory jokes, meant to harass and molest 

innocent users of such platforms. These practices have 

rendered social media environment hostile to some users 

due to increasing menace of cyber-bullying in the form of 

rampant gender-based violence (such as: rape, sexual 

molestation, harassment and defilement), especially among 

women and vulnerable individuals. One of the ways which 

hostile media space is created is through uncontrolled 

posting of contents of obscene jokes that provokes hostility 

and aggression. Mitchell [2] posited that jokes telling 

could portray hostility and aggression in both content and 

context, and tailored towards women to cause sexiest  
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hostility. To curb the menace of rampant gender-based 

violence among women and marginalized individuals on 

social media platforms, anti-female jokes could be 

identified, classified and blocked through intelligent 

information filtering mechanism. 

One of the ways of achieving an intelligent 

filtering mechanism is by using machine learning 

approach. Given the availability of large corpus of weird 

contents on social media, machine learning algorithms 

(such as: Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), k- Nearest Neighbour (kNN) and  

so on) have proven their effectiveness in solving 

classification problems involving textual, image, 

multimedia and audio data in different application areas [3, 

4].  This high performance learning algorithms have been 

adopted by studies on information filtering in recent times 

[5, 6]. However, a few studies extended to filter gender-

based harassment and intimidation on social media 

environment often adopts traditional approach of data 

analysis to determine the validity of contents on social 

media. With this approach, low performance accuracy due 

to language bias and failure to define the targets of the 

abusive words [7] is recorded. Secondly, limited or non-

availability of data set needed for adequate machine 

learning processes arising from low participation of 

minority groups on the social platform, poses a challenge 
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to accurate classification results of information.  Lastly, 

the overall lack of precise formal definition of features on 

anti-female joke capable of providing exhaustive model 

training and validation also lead to classification error in 

the learning approach.  

Therefore, this paper specifies the rules for 

digitizing features of anti-female jokes described in terms 

of humour-specific feature characteristic of one-liner jokes 

grouped as human-centeredness and polarity orientation 

features [8]. A neural network model is developed to 

classify sexiest humour information in terms of harsh, 

mild, or neutral using available data from anti-female 

jokes. This is with a view to build filtering model to curb 

hostilities of social media environment in terms of sexual 

harassment among female users of the platform. The main 

contribution of this paper is the creation of digitized 

features of anti-female jokes obtained without any specific 

software from chat feeds of the social media. Again, the 

digitized data is used to design an intelligent framework of 

anti-female information filtering on social media using 

ANN. 

The remaining part of this paper is further 

organized as follows: In section 2.0, literature review is 

presented. Section 3.0 addresses the methodology and anti-

female joke framework and Section 4.0 implements the 

information filtering components of the framework while 

section 5.0 presents the discussion of result and 

conclusion. 

 

 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW  

A number of researches on sexiest humour 

expressed on social media platforms have been studied 

theoretically for different intents of users of social media 

platforms, without pre-establish criteria for 

implementation on machine learning algorithm.  

Strain et al. [9] studied users’ behavior on 

Facebook to examine the perceptions of men and women 

using sexiest humour based on statistical technique to 

discover the benefits and setbacks posed by both genders. 

The study provided useful information to allow expansion 

of research on humour studies within the social media 

platforms. Nonetheless, it was a quantitative study on 

gender-based perception of sexiest humour on social 

media platform. Zhong et al. [10] studied cyber-bullying 

based on information posted on Instagram by its users, 

sharing images with a view to developing an early warning 

mechanism to detect weird contents. A Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN) was adapted to learn the features 

of images posted on the platform with higher level of 

accuracy in performance. Gitariet et al. [11] developed a 

lexicon-based model that used sentiment analysis to 

classify hate speech in web-based discussion. Although 

semantic, hate and theme-based features were used for 

building the classification model; the definition of hate 

speech is ambiguous when it is generalized for every 

group of individual. Ji et al. [12] investigated how suicidal 

tendencies can be detected from the online user-generated 

contents using supervised learning approach. More so, 

Sawhney et al. [13] used deep-learning to explore and 

learn the suicidal ideation for accurate detection on tweets.  

This study was limited to classification of suicidal 

tendencies generated by the users of online media. 

Novalita et al. [14] also studied the identification of tweets 

with cyber-bullying and non-cyber-bullying intents using 

random forest. Although machine learning approach was 

adopted, the cyber-bullying contents defined the perceived 

defamatory attacks experienced by the users of social 

media without considering the weird contents targeted at 

specific groups of individual. 

 

Maghfiroh & Muqoddam [15] studied the 

dynamics of sexual harassments on social media by 

conducting quantitative survey on social media. It was 

aimed at analyzing forms of sexual harassment and 

identified the factors responsible for such abuse. The result 

of the study revealed that sexual harassment on social 

media is directly or indirectly related to the meaning of the 

sentences posted by the users of the platform. This was a 

survey without the design of computational framework to 

further the research to the level of providing an automated 

system to detect sexual harassment on social media.  

Park & Fung [16] studied both one and two-step 

classification techniques to detect abusive languages on 

Twitter and also classify same to specific types of abuses 

using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The 

classification approach used character and word-level 

inputs obtained from data on sexiest and racist languages 

found on Twitter platform. The study though relevant to 

the study at hand failed to address the specific challenges 

of sexual harassment of women on social media which is 

portrayed in diverse texts, images, audio and videos. Lee et 

al. [17] performed comparative studies on different 

learning models for detection of hate and abusive speeches 

on Twitter. The study segmented the textual data with 

word-level features using n-gram ranging from 1 to 3, and 

character-level features from 3 to 8-grams. Each classifier 

was implemented using five machine learning classifiers. 

Chandra et al [18] captured the structure of online 

and linguistic behaviours of online communities to detect 

abusive language using Graph Convolutional Networks 

(GCN). However, the study failed to address cyber-

bullying of women in terms of sexual harassment over 

social media platforms. 
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Basak et al. [19] designed application for 

automating detection of public shaming on Twitter 

platform using Support Vector Machine (SVM). The study 

was limited to categorization and classification of shaming 

tweets but failed to address issues related to anti-female 

jokes.  

Chen & Soo [20] proposed CNN with 

augmentation of filter sizes and numbers to develop 

humour recognition system using datasets with distinct 

joke types in both English and Chinese.  

Weller & Seppi [21] proposed a model that learns 

to identify humorous jokes based on ratings gleaned from 

Reddit pages. However, ratings information is often 

unavailable as most users failed to respond to rating 

request.  

Ibrohim & Budi [22] performed comparative 

analysis of machine learning models on abusive language 

and hate speech, including: detecting the target, category, 

and level of hate speech in Indonesian Twitter. The result 

presented revealed that Random Forest Decision Tree 

(RFDT) classifier using Label Power-set (LP) as the 

transformation method gives the best accuracy with fast 

computational time.  

 

Based on the reviewed literature, it is evident that 

the trend of filtering humour-related features from social 

media is shifting towards machine learning approaches. 

However, there is dearth of literature on current machine 

learning techniques/algorithms to address the undaunted 

challenge of hostile social media space. Hence, this study 

proposes an intelligent approach targeted at female folks to 

curb the menace of cyber bullying and harassment. 

 

 

2.1 Social Media 

Social media is a tool that boosts communication, 

interaction and connection among different racial groups, 

gender, and families across the world [23]. Some examples 

of social media environment include: Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, and more. It is a tool that can open several 

opportunities for e-commerce, e-learning, e-banking, and 

e-government to thrive. This is achieved through 

advertisement, governance, provision for learning and 

research tools, sharing of ideas with broad audience, 

professional skills acquisition, among its users. These 

platforms are sometimes subjected to abuse by individuals 

with the intention of bullying, privacy invasion, 

harassments, shaming and others [23, 13, 19]. Therefore, 

there is the need to develop filtering mechanism to remove 

the constraints to performance efficiency and ensure 

support for detection of abusive contents on social media 

[24]. 

2.2 Anti-female jokes on Social Media 

Sexual harassment over the Internet can hinder 

free, legitimate, functional and joyful use of online 

platforms by social media users. This practice often 

necessitates hostility of social media thus leading to 

emotional harm of the legitimate users of the online 

platform [19]. In social media platforms where meaningful 

discourse is initiated, sexual harassment prevails in the 

form of gender harassment and unwanted sexual attention 

expressed as humour of different types, namely: sexiest, 

sexual, racist, profanity, homophorbic and shaming and so 

on [19, 15, 9, 25].  

Billig [26] stated that jokes are ‘just’ jokes, or 

‘just’ a clever play of form, and not the expression of 

problematic motives’. A study conducted by [8] described 

anti-female jokes in terms of humour-specific feature 

characteristic of one-liner jokes. These features are 

grouped as human-centeredness and polarity orientation 

[8]. Examples of human-centeredness include: human-

centric vocabulary, professional communities and vulgar 

language. Similarly, examples of polarity orientation 

include: negation, negative orientation and human 

weakness. These features are represented in Figure 1. 

  

Typical examples of anti-female jokes excerpts 

from social media are given in Joke I and Joke II as 

follows: 

Joke I: If women aren't supposed to be in the kitchen, then 

why do they have milk and eggs inside them? 

Joke II: How do you get a dishwasher to dig a hole? Give 

the woman a shovel! 

 

From the aforementioned jokes, characteristic 

features in terms of human centeredness include: human-

centric vocabulary (e. g. women/ woman), vulgar language 

is exemplified in dishwater to dig hole and shovel, milk 

and eggs inside them. Examples of polarity orientation 

include: aren’t, how, why and kitchen. 

 

 

3.0 THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK  

The proposed intelligent framework of anti-female 

jokes filtering is developed with ANN algorithm with a 

view to providing intelligent information filtering solution 

for achieving non-hostile social media space for female 

folks. In this framework, ANN is used to classify different 

types of anti-female jokes into any of its type (e.g. terms of 

harsh, mild and neutral), which is needed to filter weird 

contents capable of causing hostility among the social 

media users. The proposed framework of anti-female jokes 

filtering is shown in Figure 2. This framework is 

implemented with algorithm described in Algorithm 1. 
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Figure 1: A Modified Representation of Humorous Features of Mihalcea and Pulman [8] 

 

3.1 Description of the proposed framework 

In the proposed framework, social media users’ 

can generate text-based contents in the form of anti-female 

jokes. The generated contents are subjected to the machine 

learning module where the media contents are classified in 

three categories namely: harsh, mild and neutral. In order 

to achieve intelligent filtering of the media content, 

relevant features are extracted, trained, validated and 

tested to model the intelligent filtering module. 

During the model implementation, outputs are 

compared with the predefined media contents that users 

should be allowed access to view. The approved contents 

are sent back to the users to view while unapproved 

contents are blocked. This framework is presented in 

Figure 2. 

 

  

3.1.1 Algorithm 1: Algorithm of the Filtering Model 

i. Extract frequency from anti-female jokes in 

terms of human centeredness and polarity 

orientation. 

ii. Normalize the dataset between the ranges of (0-

1) to avoid over fitting. 

iii. Partition the data into k-fold for cross 

validation 

iv. Generate the training and test dataset 

v. Feed generated data into an ANN model for 

classification 

vi. Evaluate the system with Matlab and test the 

performance with accuracy, precision and 

recall. 

 

 

4.0 EXPERIMENT  

The experiment was performed using data sets of sexist 

humour expressed in the form of one-liner anti-female 

jokes with characteristics attributes of human-centeredness 

and polarity orientation [8]. The binning of these features 

resulted in six joke features, namely: human-centric 

vocabulary, negation, negative orientation, sexiest terms, 

professional communities and private parts. Three hundred 

and twelve (312) one-liner humorous jokes comprising of 

6 attributes each were sourced manually, since there was 

no automated tool available for extraction of one-liner 

humorous jokes from chat rooms of various social media 

handles, such as: Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.. It was 

also based on the definition of anti-female joke as reported 

in [8]. 

Relevant features from each one-liner humorous 

joke collected were extracted manually by experienced and 

trained annotators based on humor specific features to 

generate the frequency and likelihood measurements of 
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humorous features in anti-female jokes. A total of six (6) 

features were extracted for each definition of anti-female 

jokes, resulting in 1,872 features for digitization and pre-

processing. Selected features of the dataset were 

transformed into suitable digitized format, to serve as input 

into machine learning module 

 

 
Figure 2: Framework of Intelligent Filtering of Anti-female Jokes 

 

Distinctive pre-processing steps were employed to 

process the data before subjecting it to artificial neural 

network. It involves cleaning the input text to improve the 

accuracy of the proposed methodology, reducing the 

number of features and removing irrelevant, redundant or 

noisy data. Selected dataset was normalized for the 

learning process. The learning process adopts the basic 

steps of intelligent approach of model development used 

typical in Artificial Neural Network, which consists of 

data preprocessing, design and implementation using 

Matlab. The implementation adopted k-fold cross 

validation technique where data is split into k-equal parts 

(where k=10). In the first iteration, one part of data was 

selected as the test set and the model was trained on the 

remaining k-1 sets. Test error rate was then calculated after 

fitting the model to the test data. In the second iteration, 

the second set of data was selected as a test and the 

remaining (k-1) sets are used to train the data and 

determine its error. The above was repeated k times while 

changing the test part one-by-one until testing was 

completed on all the k-parts. Owing to small size of 

dataset, the ideal choice is k-fold cross validation with 

large value of k. 10-folds was selected because the higher 

the value of k, the higher the accuracy in cross-validation. 

To achieve quality classification for accurate filtering of 

anti-female jokes it is imperative to strive to achieve the 

highest accuracy, provided there is no trade-off in 

executable time. 

 

 

5.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A confusion matrix is a summary of prediction 

results on a classification problem.  Based on the 

confusion matrix obtained from training, validation and 

testing of the developed model as shown in figure 3a and 

3b, harsh, mild and neutral were represented with values of 

1, 2, and 3, respectively for both outputs and target classes. 

Misclassified samples are presented in the red potions in 

the confusion matrix while green portions depict correctly 

classified samples. 

During the training phase, the analysis of the result 

revealed that only 2 (1.0 %), 9 (4.7 %) and 150 (77.7 %) 

representing harsh, mild and neutral anti-female joke, 

respectively were correctly classified out of 193 available 

jokes. However, out of 150 (77.7 %) classified samples, 3 

(1.6 %) and 25 (15.0 %) were misclassified as harsh and 

mild anti-female jokes respectively. 

Furthermore, during validation, the analysis of the 

result revealed that only 1 (2.4 %) and 35 (83.3 %) 

representing mild and neutral anti-female joke were 

correctly classified out of 42 total available jokes. 

However, 1 (2.4 %) and 5 (11.9 %) out of 35 (83.3 %) 
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were misclassified as harsh and mild anti-female jokes 

respectively. 

During the testing phase, performance accuracy of 

92.9 % at 14 epochs was recorded as precision and 7.1 % 

as recall respectively. The analysis of the result revealed 

that only one harsh (2.4 %) anti-female joke was correctly 

classified out of 42 total available jokes. There was neither 

mild nor neutral anti-female joke on the test dataset. 

However, 38 (90.5%) and 3 (7.1%) was correctly and 

incorrectly classified as neutral anti-female jokes, 

respectively. From the results recorded in the confusion 

matrix of Figure 3a and 3b, it is obvious that there was 

insufficient test dataset to evaluate the accuracy of the 

intelligent classification model for filtering anti-female 

jokes. Nevertheless in future, this study would seek to 

improve on parsing of the accurate meaning of anti-female 

jokes as pointed out by [7] and source for large corpus of 

anti-female jokes. In addition, apart from the humorous 

features studied by [8], other meaningful features depicting 

weird and derogatory contents on online discourse targeted 

at other gender apart from female folks should be extracted 

to further enhance the filtering model. 

 

6.0 CONCLUSION 

Social media has provided global networking 

platforms to individuals but also serve as a tool for 

promoting sexual harassment of women in the form of 

crude or objectifying comments, pornographic contents 

and derogatory jokes. Therefore, this study adopted ANN 

to develop a framework for moderating the contents of 

social media to prevent hostile environment among its 

active users. The precision (92.9%) and recall (7.1%) 

obtained from the developed model showed that its weird 

contents targeted at female folks can be classified and 

filtered from the social media to promote healthy discourse 

among the users on the platform. 

 

 
Figure 3a: Confusion matrix of model training and validation 

 

 
Figure 3b: Confusion matrix of model testing 
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